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Overview
TPC-TPI-PRO is a solution that enables third-party touch monitors to be used for room
and presentation control, display multiple video windows from multiple sources, and switch
between the sources in real time. The software runs on any Windows PC 8.1 (or above)
and enables all video content, presentation control and environmental control to come
together on one central dashboard with live graphics and intuitive interfaces. This allows
staff to use content as a tool without becoming distracted by trying to operate a complex
and unfamiliar system.
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TPC-TPI-PRO creates a presentation canvas, allowing multiple video sources to be input via USB or HDMI-to-USB converter.
Sources can be selected and laid out using any configuration and previewed before being sent to the display or projector.
As a standard Windows app, the number of input sources that can be processed is dependent on PC processing power and
available input ports. When part of a system design that includes an AMX NetLinx NX Central Controller, TPC-TPI-PRO also
offers the ability to control and optimize your environment by adjusting lights, blinds, volume levels and more through the
TPC-TPI-PRO integrated control interface.
TPC-TPI-PRO includes an open source annotation tool however users can import their own annotation application or launch
other applications to customize and optimize their presentation capabilities to their specific requirements.

Common Applications
The software is targeted towards specific specialist markets. These include Courtrooms (Legal), Lecture Theatres (University),
Operating Theatres (Medical) and Network Operation Centers. It can be leveraged in any presentation environment to
compare and annotate content, in medical environments to aid instruction by annotating over live video or digital imaging, in
courtrooms to draw on, point to, and highlight content in exhibits, in Network Operation Centers (NOC), and professional
event management spaces.
In some specialist spaces, such as medical operating theatres, traditional touch panels cannot be used as any touch displays or
control systems need to be waterproof as the theatres are sterilized after every surgery. TPC-TPI-PRO can work on medical
pendants and other waterproof and/or medical grade displays making it the perfect control and viewing platform for this
environment.

Features
• D
 isplay multiple video windows simultaneously
• A
 uto-scaling user interface
• A
 MX control overlay
• H
 D / UHD resolution Support
• D
 ynamic customizable video window layout
• N
 ative Netlinx Device

Specifications
 GENERAL
M
 aximum number of video inputs

Up to 8*

Maximum number of video outputs

1

Supported source resolutions

Determined by the source device or capture interface**

S upported output resolutions

*Up to UHD (3840 x 2160)

Rendered video window frame rate

*30fps

Touch monitor support

Any Windows compatible touch monitor

AMX G4/G5 compatibility

G4 and G5
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C
 apture interface support

**Any Windows compatible capture interface

USB 2.0 / 3.0 Video support

Yes

H
 DCP support

No

*Hardware Dependent
**3rd party provided by others
 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
Windows 10 (32 bit or 64 bit)
Windows 8.1 (32 bit or 64 bit)

 VIDEO REQUIREMENTS***
# of Video Feeds

4

1

CPU

Intel i7 or equivalent

Intel Atom C2530 or Higher

Ram

16 GB

4 GB

***Video performance is dependent on hardware capability and performance.
 PC PLATFORMS (SMALL FORM FACTOR) TESTED
SSF PC

4 Video Windows @ 30fps

1 Video Window @ 30fps

Intel NUC i7 5th Generation

Supported

Supported

Intel NUC i5 5th Generation

Not Supported

Supported

Intel NUC i7 6th Generation

Supported

Supported

Intel NUC i5 6th Generation

Not Supported

Supported

Intel NUC i7 7th Generation

Supported

Supported

Intel NUC i5 7th Generation

Supported

Supported

Intel NUC i7 8th Generation

Supported

Supported
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Intel NUC i5 8th Generation

Supported

Supported

ASUS VivoMini i7

Supported

Supported

ASUS VivoMini i5

Supported

Supported

Lenovo M900 TINY

Supported

Supported

 TESTED USB CAPTURE INTERFACES
M
 agewell Capture HDMI Gen 2

h ttp://www.magewell.com/products/usb-capture-hdmi-gen-2

Mimo Monitors HDMI Capture Card (HCP-1080)

h ttp://www.mimomonitors.com/products/hdmi-capture-card

 SUPPORTED RESOLUTIONS
960 x 640

640 x 960

1024 x 768

768 x 1024

1136 x 640

640 x 1136

1200 x 800

800 x 1200

1334 x 750

750 x 1334

1920 x 1080

1080 x 1920

2048 x 1536

1536 x 2048

2732 x 2048

2048 x 2732

2436 x 1125

1125 x 2436

3840 x 2160

2160 x 3840

About AMX by HARMAN
Founded in 1982 and acquired by HARMAN in 2014, AMX ® is dedicated to providing AV solutions for an IT World. AMX solves the complexity of managing technology
with reliable, consistent and scalable systems comprising control, video switching and distribution, digital signage and technology management. AMX systems are
deployed worldwide in conference rooms, classrooms, network operation/command centers, homes, hotels, enter tainment venues and broadcast facilities, among
others. AMX is par t of the HARMAN Professional Group, the only total audio, video, lighting, and control vendor in the professional AV market. HARMAN designs,
manufactures and markets premier audio, video, infotainment and integrated control solutions for the automotive, consumer and professional markets. Revised 3.4.2020.
©2020 Harman. All rights reser ved. Specifications subject to change.
www.amx.com | +1.469.624.7400 |800.222.0193
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